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This paper is concerned with a debate over the response criteria used

to infer the presence of Piagetian stage-related concepts which has been

going on in the cognitive-developmental literature For more than a decade.

The debate began during the early 1960s with a series of exchanges between

Draine (1962, 1964) and Smedslund (1963, 1965) over transitivity criteria.

Shortly thereafter, the debate was generalized to the measurement of other

Piagetian concepts in papers by Gruen (1966) and Smedslund (1969). The

present decede has witnessed a continuation of the original disagreement

over transitivity criteria in the form of an exchange between Trabasso and

his associates (Bryant, 1973; Bryant & Trabasso, 1971; Riley & Trabasso

1974) and Youniss and Furth (1973). Further discussions of the general

version of the criterion problem, which includes the transitivity disagree-

ment as a special case, also have appeared recently (Brainerd, 1973a, 19731,

1973c, 1974a; Brainerd & Hooper, 1974; Kuhn, 1974; Reese & Schack, 1974).

Iv its general form, the criterion problem is concerned 14 th the

mininum behavioral evidence an investigator requires before he will conclude

that a given subject possesses some stage-related concept. On the one hand,

the Genevans (e.g., Inhelder, Bovct, Sinclair, & Smock; Inhelder & Sinclair,

1969; Sinclair, 1973) and investiptors vho favor a more or less orthoeox

Piagetian view of cognitive developmmt (e.g., Lasry & Laurendeau, 1969;

Smedslund, 1963; Strauss, 1972; Youuiss A Furth, 1973) reeuire very strong

evideece. On the other hand, /,ess orthodox investigators (e.g., Braine,

1959; Braine & Shanks, 1965a, 19651x, Ilruner, 1964; Bryant & Trokisso, 1971;

Mehlfe- & Lever, 1967) will accept somewhtt ksteaker evidence. For reasons that

have neve Leen exelicitly stated, ievest;gators frGm the forwer group seem

to view Ty,e I assessment errors ("false positive" diagnoses) as far wore
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heineas thee Type II assessment errors ("false negative" diaonoses)--hence,

their conservative criteria. In contrast, investigators from the latter

group tend to regard Type I and Type II errors as equelly objectionable- -

hence, their more liberal criteria.

To illustrate some of the extant differences between "conservative

criteria" and "liberal criteria," consider the ubiquitous liquid quantity

conservative problem. We begin with two identical glasses containing Equal

amounts of water and then pour the contents of one glass into either a wider

or narrower container. If this problem is Oninistered according to the

usual conservative criterion (e.g., Inhelder ft Sinclair, 1969), subjects

would be required to do at least three things: (a) judge whether or not

the two quantities are still equal; (h) explain each judgment; (c) reply

to a countersuggestion by the experimenter about each judgment. Any given

administration of the problem is scored as a "pass" only if the subject

judges that the quantities are still equal, provides an explanation which

indicates that he grasps the underlying logic of the nroblem, and resists

the experimenter's suggestion that the two quantities are in fact unequal.

If the problee is administered according to the usual liberal criterion

Brainerd, 19741,), subjects would be required only to judge

whether or not the two quantities are still equal after transformation.

Any given administration of the problem is scored as a "pass" if the sub,:ect

rakes an equivalence judgment. The subject is said to possess conservation

if the ratio of equivalence judgments to difference judgments departs

significantly from chance expectations across a snrie:, of administrations

of the protleol.

The conservative criteria employed by orthodox investigators ere open

to the criticieta that many subjects who possess th concepts being assessed
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wilt not lye able to meet the stringent criteria. In the preceding illus-

tration, for exa:Iple, component h is suspect. I have shown elsow4ere on

theoretical grounds that explanations introduce at least two specific sources

of Type II error (Brainerd, 1973b, 1974a). Moreover, Siegel (1974a, 1974h)

recently has shown that children's capacity to use the language tapped by

component b lags far behind their grasp of the concepts themselves. On the

other hand, ti'_ more liberal criteria employed by less orthodox investigators

are open to the criticism that seine subjects who do not possess the concept

being assessed will be able to satisfy the criteria. In the preceding

illustration, for example, it is theoretically possible for a subject to

adopt an equivalence response set and pass every trial without understanding

conservation. More generally, Smed.77und (1969) has argued that most Piagetian

concept assessments are susceptible a "irrelevant hypotheses" (e.g., egui-

val'me sets in the case of conservai. Jn) which allow subjects to generate

correct judgments without possessing the concept. Although at present

there does not appear to be any unequivocal emdirical support for thl

existence and use of irrelevant hypotheses (cf. Brainerd, 1973b, Footnote 3,

p. 176), tinny investitiators have viewed Smedslund's argument as logically

perrolasivo (c.9., Reese & Schack, 1974).

In short, researchers who study Piagetian concepts and soak to test

predictions Iron the theory are confronted with the following dilemma:

Is it b2ttr2r to adopt conscvative Gmevvn criteria and run the risl. of

codAittintj Type II errors or is it better to adopt more Moral criteria

and run the risk or coiplitting Type I errors? Does e critrAlon which may

incorporate Type II error or a criterion which may incc..poale Type I error

provick a ficirty tesi. of the t.i,uory? To answer' this question, we must know
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what the objective consequences of Type I and Type II errors are for the

theory. Ve shall coniider ihis problem below. Fir:;t, the empirical signi-

ficance of the criterion problem will be discussed as a means of narrowing

itc scope and sharpening its focus. We shall see that the criterion problem

is .of critical theoretical significance only in studies concerned with the

order of emergence of two or more same-stage concepts. Next, the effects

of Type I and Type II errors on expected frequencies for samples drawn from

populations ditch do and do not support theoretical predictions will be

reviewed. Contrary to the frequently ackhowledged opinion that liberal criteria

produce data which are less favorable to the Piagetian theory than conservative

Genevan criteria (e.g., Gruen, 1966; Strauss, 1972), we shall see that

Type I and Type II errors both favor the thery.

Empirical Significance of the Criterion Problem

In the cor,!nitive-developmental literature, the criterion problem has

been a source of controversy in the context of three specific questions: (a)

the age of mergence of individual Piagotian concepts; (U) the trainability

of individual PiagAion concepts; (c) tire.: order of emeroence of two rr more

samo-stage Piegetian concepts. Concerning a, the age non .is for concepts

such as transitivity and conservation are two or three years older with

Oen2van criteria than with more lit,eral criteria (e.g., Baine, 1959;

Braine & 1nMI, Brainerd, 1W3a; Bryant ft Trablsso, 1.71 ). Con-

cerning h, it his been :,uggested (Oruen, 1966; Kuhn, 1974; Strauss, 19/2)

that trainint.1 elfects o!),:e,-ved with more Mural criteria nay not be observod

with Genevan criteria. Concerning c, two concept,' belonging to the sank,

piagetian.stage of wnt:l developwnt are lms frequently oty.-,erved to emnrue
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in a fixed order with Genevan criteria than with more liberal criteria

(cf. Brainerd, 1974a; nrainerd 7 Hooper, 1974).

Age norms, training effects, and emergence orders all have provoked

their share of debate in the literature. However, disagreements in the

literature notwithstanding, the first two questions are not especially

crucial from the standpoint of the theory. Concerning age norms, it has been

observed elsewhere that "age norms are trivial issues from the standpoint

of Piagetian theory because the theory leaves wide latitude regarding them

[Erainerd, 1973b, p. 173]." If, for example, it could be demonstrated that

most concrete-operational concepts appear a full two years earlier than the

nominal 7-to-S-year old norm, the theory would not be substantively affected.

Second, concerning training effects, the suggestion that such effects may be

observed with liberal criteria but not with conservative criteria would be

important only if, as was once supposed (e.g., Mermelstein & Meyer, 1969;

Smedsiund, 1961), the theory specified that stage-related concepts cannot

be trained. Although there has been some confusion in the literature over

. e .precisely what the predictions of the theory are vis -a-vis training, this

issue has been clarified in recent years (Brainerd & Allen, 1971; Inhelder

& Sinclair, 1969; Sinclair, 1973). Clearly, the theory predicts training

effects (cf. especially Sinclair, 1973, pp. 57-58). Moreover, the con-

jecture that these effects are visible with liberal criteria but not with

Genevan criteria has not received much sunpurt fron ucoPiagetian training

experiments. In a recent review of this literature (1rainerd, 1973c), it

was noted that, to date, choice of criterion has not been a critical

variable in training experiments. The typical finding has been that a given

treatment pruduces a training effect with both sorts of criteria, but tha
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effect is meet. pronounced with liberal criteria.

linle a and b, the third queetion is crucial from the standpoint

of the theory. Hence, let us be precise about what this question is con-

cerned with. Three oeneral types of asynchrony are possOle riagetian

concepts. First, there ore bets een-stage asynchronies, which the theory

terms vertical decalups. Between-stage asynchronies come in two varieties:

within-concept and between-concept. Concerning the former, we are given two

or wore versions of "), same general concept which .stensihly belong to

different glob.1 sta,es of mental development and they are observed to emerge

in a fixed order. Quantity conservation (concrete-operational stage) and

density conservation (formal-operational stape) are a case in point. Con-

cenin between-stage/between-concept asynchronies, we are given two or

more distinct concepts which ostensibly belong to different stages and they

are observed to emerge in a fixed order. Number conservation and implicatioe

reasoning are a case in point. With respect to loth versions of vertical

decelage, the prediction, of course, is that the item frele the earlier stage

invarietly is acquired before the iteil from the later stage. The second

type of asynchrony is within - -stage /within- concept, which the theory terms

horizontal ctecalaoe. For example, children are howe to conserve in some

noNinally concrete-operational areas (e.g., number length) long before they

conserve in others (e.g., weight, area). Although the th eory heLes no

directioeel prediction, about this type of asynchrony, it presently accomo-

dates horizontel decalanee on an ad hoc basic (cf. Flavell lS69).

The third and IfIst intec,,ting fors of asynchrony is within-stacielb,,WePn-

concept. Here, we are given two or more distinct cone:its which ostensibly

belong to th-, same slog,: and they are observed to emerge in a fixed order.

The concrete-operational concepts of transitivity and cont,0vation provide a



standard illustration. It is vith respect to within-stege/between-concept

asynchrony that the criterion prohlem becmtr: of paratdount importance.

Within-stage/between-concept asynchrony is more interesting than

either between-stage or within-stage/within-concept asynchrony because it

is generally proscril.A by the theory (cf. Flavell & 1 !ohlwill, 19E9; Pinard

& Laurendaau, 1969). Moreover, existing neoPiagetian models, which seek to

refine Planet's stages by adding quantifiable transition parameters (e.g.,

Case, 1972; Flavell & Wohl' ;ill, 1969; Pascual-Leone, Pulos, & Parkinson,

1974; Pascual-Leone & Smith, 1%9), also cannot accomodate this type of

asynchrony. It is Piaget's structures-of-the-whole principle which pre-

cludes within-stage/between-concept asynchrony (Brainerd, 19711c; Pinard &

Laurendeau, 1969). According to this principle, thy concepts which

characterize each global stage of mental develoment 611 presuppose the same

set of tightly knit cognitive structures. Buring the course of each stage,

the concepts identified with that stage are generated from the structures

in arch the sane manner that a mathematician would deduce theorems from

previously given proof procedures. Because the structures vhich define a

given stdge arc so tightly knit, the theory stipulates that they must emerge

synchronow,ly. Ihthin-st !pe/within-conc::pt asynchronies ore possible

because ao ,heory acknow1:4Iges the som?wkat animistic possibility that

certain content areas "resist" application of the structur; more than other

content er:.ds. Thus, nun'.er conservation precedes go,Intity conservation

because, fer some unLnuen reason, quantity content resists application of the

concrete-operational grou.):;12nt structures norr than oumtler content. Caws.

Ilowaver, 4:11Y11 W? con-side,- t.:o distinct concepts vi^ich are believed to

presuppe. u,!-rlyiarj (Art,c;turce, (i.e., 11-luuu to th. saPv ..;1.100)
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within the sawn content area the resistance areument cannot be invoked

because content is held constant. If we compare transitivity of length with

conservation of length, for example, the content area is the same and, hence,

the two concepts should emerge synchronously (Brainerd, 1974c; Dagenais,

1 X173; Pinard & Laurendeau, 1959). If, Instead, it is observed that one of

the two concepts invariably precedes the other in most content areas, then

the claim that both concepts presuppose the same level of cognitive struc-

turation seems dubious.

The structures -of --the -whole principle notwithstanding, within-stage/

between-concept asyncrhonies may indeed occur. They have been observed in

profusion during recent years with concrete-operational concepts. Moreover,

the asynchronies which have been reported seem to suggest a general under-

lying pattern which has been commented on elsewhere (Breinerd, 1974c; Burke-

Merkle ? Hooper, IWO. The structures which all concrete-operational

concepts are said to presuppose are the so-called groupements. There are

eight of these structures in all. Four of them are concerned with set-

theoretic operations predicated on nested classes (cf. Piaget, 1949, pp. 109 -

125) and the remaining four are concerned with arithmetic operations pre-

dicated on asyreietrical and symmetrical relations (cf. Pieqet, 194(1, pp. 141-

179). HAce, concrete-operational concepts tend to fall into two broad

categoriesthose concerned primarily with reasoning about classes (e.g.,

class inlusion, deut,le claesification, cardinal number) and those concerned

primarily with reeeoning about relations (e.g., transitivity, double seriation,

ordinal numbee). Suppose we think of the latter group of concepts as

cowrisiug a "relational dimension" and the former group of concepts a%

comprising a "cla.,;ificatory dimension." Recent developmental eeidence

I
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suggests that, contrary to structures-of-the-whole, children make consider-

able sc with the rel,.tional dim!msion Wore they make much progress

with the classificatory dimension. Taken together, findings on four within-

stage/between-concept asynchronies suggest this underlying pattern: transi-

tivity vs. class inclusion (Brainerd, 1973a, 1974b; Brainerd & Vand. 4

Ileuvel, 1g74, double seriation vs. double classification (Hooper et al.,

1974); ordinal number vs. cardinal number (Brainerd, 1973d, 1973e, 1974d;

Brainerd 31 Fraser, 1975; Gonchar, 1974; Siegel, 1974c); relational groupe-

went operations v:. classificatory groupernent operations (Brainerd, 1972;

Uihoff, 1974; lieinreb n Brainard, 1975). In each instance, the relevant

relational concepts were &nerved to emerge before the relevant classifi-

catory concepts.

Although the data reported in the studies just mentioned is both

substantial and suggestive of an underlying pattern, liberal nonGenevan

criteria were cmpluyed in all the studies. Therefore, it is possible for

more orthodox investigators to invoke the Type I error criticism discussed

earlier. Further doubts are raised by empirical evidence which suggests

that some of the preceing asynchronies are not observed with coservative

Genevan criteria (Olgellais, 1973; Gonchar, 1974; LeJlerise, 1974; Sheppard,

1974; Smed%lund, 1961). roreover, Genevan criteria are knowl to reduce

the possibility of finding asyncrhonies in same-stage concepts other than

those mc,ntioned above ( Brainerd & Brainerd, 1972; Brainerd, 1974a;

Brainerd & Hooper , 1974) .

To sux...arize, we. are confronted with two general problems. First,

ttwre is th:: det,ate oor response criteria. Genevan-oriented investigators

have argued th,ft Type I vrOrS (WC committed wiL;i liberal critetia t.r. leis

orthodox inve,tigator' b.lve argued ti.A.t Type II error acre comittt.4
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conservative criteria. The second problv2 coneprtn; the conflicting findings

on within-stage/Let..h-concept asynchrony. Recent evidence suggests that

asynchronies of this tkorctically crucial sort are observed more frequoally

with lib.val criteria than with conservative criteria. Therefore, we cannot

decide which finding', are more beflevable or, vastly mare important, hot/ to

proceed in future studies until we know precisely what effects Type I and

Type 11 errors have on the null hypotheses tested in such studies. Is it

possible, as Genevan reasoning implies, that Type I errors can manufacture

asynchrony from synchrony? Is it possible, as the reasoning of other -

investigators impl ies, that Type II errors can mask real asynchrony? If

one of these questions cAn be answered negatively and the other answered

affimatively, than we shall have a resolution of the criterion problem for

studiei concerned with within-stage/between-concept asynchrony.

Effects of Type I and Type II Errors on Different Populations

I.:a must separately evaluate the effects of Type I and Type II errors
on to different population:-): theory-supportive popuations (i.e., CoLe in

which sam:e-stage co.il:cpts emerge synchronously) and tlr!ory-contradictory

population. (i.e., those in which samp-stage concepts emiTge asynchronously).

UM, th:ory-%u!;ortive iwpnl.ltions, we are especielly concerned to know

t::lether or not Type 1 er'rcn increases th,t probability of obtaining asyn-

chronous data. With timry-contradictory peulation,: we arc: esrcially

conceen.; to kno.; whetfwr or not Type Il error inerea:ec, th probabilit

of obtaining synchoxms

The Ltructilre or a cc:ncept developw-nt 54114 I' ,h:;crilsed as

follow3. 1:, arc givQn (or mure) conc(.!pts, A ittld which are kno.::n

to ei.,:rge during so..11 dtIC my.. R. Test.; of A on't 1 dre ae.dinkf:.rod to

a sample frol R. The 1.ut.;jtst revonses are seored ar7i.ording to a
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a consk-TvaLiv:: or criterion an1 1.1):. scores arc' u!vad to assign each

subjoct to cne of four cat.:gories: pss A-pass B ( lu), pass A--fail II

(A/ b), fail A-pass is ( A/b), and fail A--fail b (-A/ 0). ltr appropriate

null hypothesis is that the observed frequencies of the second and third

categoric; do not differ significantly. An exact significance test for this

hypothesis is given by

P(x) = ()P?- (111", [1]

where x . either the number of A/-B subjects or the nur.ber of -A/B subjects,

11 - the total number of A/ B subjects and -A/2 subjects, P . .50, and Q n .50.

For three or more concepts, Eq. 1 provides an exact significance test for

each of the puirwise null /12,potheses. Approximate tests of significance

for three or ir.ore cuncepts are provided by less cumbersome scalometric

proce.Jures (e.g. , Green, 1954). The important fact to bear in mind is that

subjects or -A/' g are irrelevant to the null hypothesis and,

hence, we rs!st concern ourselves with the effects of Type 1 and Type 11

criterion errors on the relative observd frequencies of categories A/ -B

ant *A/B.

Th:-ory-Sup;tortive populationc: Hull pypotle,:sis True

Assni..2 that 1,!:;ts ere administorc6 to a sa.wle dren from a

papulatinl in vhich A and g emerge syn:::hronously. Th,f popnlation fregnencif,s

for the four pssible Lyr-2s of subjects are: P(A/g) P/, P(A/ P2,

P( A/D) a:;(1 P( A/ b) = 113, where P1 + 2112 + P3 - 1. 1;cau ..c: A and L.

are not dcvii in aoy order, it ru,,t tr? the case thlt thAr

poonlaticn frociu2n,:ie:, ore equ.:I. Suppose that the re ohsos of our stilij,2cts

are scnr-d 1i1.,r41 critcrimi Ty:. 1 error rate of

0 - x < 1. row will this dfftct the exl.cted frequenc;:s of th.a four

subjnct c,:terri?
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Concerning category NC, protldb Hi ty that any subject who belongs

to this category will be correctly classified II our criterion is unity. For

category A/ -B, th; probabil it that any subject who belongs to this category

will be correctly classified by our criterion is 1 - x. The probability

that an APB sulject will be inecarectly assigned to the A/I3 category is x.

For category 'A/B, the probabillty that any subject who belongs to this

category will be correctly classified by our criterion is 1 - x. The

probability that a -A /C subject will be incorrectly assigned to the A/B

category is x. For category -11/-B. the probability that any subject who

belongs to this category will be correctly classified by our criterion is
1 - 3x2. The probability that a `Arl subject will be incorrectly assigned

to categories A/B, A/-13, and -A/f3, respectively, is x2 in each case. Hence,

the exp.cted frequencies of the four categories for any sample drawn from

this population are :

E(A M) P1 4- 2xP2 + x213, [2]

E(A/-B) P2E1 - .?1] x2P3, [2]

ECA/I.1) P2[1 x] x2P3, and [4]

I( A/-6) = P3E1 - [5]

Note that if P1 + 2112 + P3 1 , then Eq. 2-Eq. b must SUm to 1 also.

The principal effect of Type I errors with theory-supportive samples

is on th :-! first and last cdtegori es. The expected value for Mt first

category is substantially increasehi and UK! expoc ted value for the last

category is substantially docretisc-d, relativ4 to their pnpulatio:i values.

As mentioned earl icr, hoilevm, wo are concerned iy with the crfects

of criteria errors on the% second and third catepies. Note that, from the

standpoint of the null hypothetis tested in concept (icy .lopment studies,
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Type I errors are of no consequence. Although Type I errors decrease the

expected values of both A/ ri and 'A/B relative to their population values,

both are decreased by the same amount. Therefore, if the population fre-

quencies of the two categories are equal, as they must be if the population

is theory-supportive, then their expected frequencies after Type I error

also ere equal. Because the null hypothesis is concerned with the difference

between the observed freqencies for the two categories, Type I criterion

errors neither increase nor decrease the probability of obtaining asynchronous

data given synchrony in the population.

Now, suppose that our subjects' responses are scored according to a

conservative criterion with a Type II error rate of 0 4 y < 1. The effect

is essentially the reverse of the above. Again, assume that the populaiioe

frequencies of the four categories are P1, P2, P2, and P3, respectively.

For category A/B, the probability that any subject who Lelongs to this

category will be correctly classified by our criterion is 1 - 3y2. The

probability that an A/B subject will be incorrectly assigned to categories

A/' B, A/B, and -A/ t is y2 in each case. For category A/ 13, the probability

that any subject who belongs to this category will be correctly classified

by our criterion is 1 y. The probability Vet an A/ f; subject will be

incorrectly assigned to the -A/-B category is y. For category *A/B, tho

probability that any subject who belongs to this category will be correctly

classified by our criterion is 1 - y. The probability that a 'AM subject

will be inocrrectly assigned to the -A/ B category is y. Finally, for

category A/ B, the prob-tbility that any subject who belongs to this category

will be correctly classified by our criterion is unity. Hence, the

expected frequencies for the four categories are
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1(A/B) P1[1 - 3y
2
], [6]

1,(g B) r P2[1 - + [7]

E( A/B) = P2[1 fir] + P1, and [8]

E(-A/-B) . P3 + 2y.132 + 2P1. [9]

As was th case for Type I errors, the principal effect of Type II

errors, given a theory-supportive sample, is to inflate the -APB category

substantially and deflate the A/B category substantially. As was also the

Case for Type I errors, Type II errors do not differentially affect the

critical A/1 and -A/B categories. If the frequencies of these two cate-

gories are equal in the population, then their expected frequencies after

Type II error also must be equal. Therefore, Type II errors neither increase

nor decrease the probability of obtaining asynchronous data given synchrony

in the population.

Theora-Contradictory Population: Null ap9thesis False

Assunv that trip tests are administered to a sample from a population

in which A and B emerge in a fixed order and assume that the order is A > B.

The population frequenci,e; for the four possible types of subjects are:

PC/', /G) e Pi P(A/10 P2, P(-A/B) = 0, and P(-A/ B) p3, where Pi + P2 +

P
3

L 1. Supperie that the responses of our subjects are scored according to

the same Metal criterion as before. The probability that any A/C subject

will be correctly clate,ified is unity. The probability that any A/13 subject

will be.correcily cliv;eified is 1 - x_ and the probability that he will be

incorrectly classified as an A/B is x. The probability that any -A/ B

subject will be correctly classified is 1 - 3x
2

and the probability that

he will be incorrectly classified as an A/B or an A/ C or 4 -A/G is x
2

in each case. lner!, the expected frequencies for the four categories arc:
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E(A/C) = PI + xP2 + x2P3, [10]

E(A/11) . P2[1 - x] + x2P3, [11]

E(-A/B) = x2P3, and [12]

E(`A/-11) . P3[1 - 3x2]. [13]

Unlike theory-supportive samples, Type I errors do have a differ-

ential effect on the crucial A/-B and "A/B categories with theory-contra-

dictory samples. Explicitly, Type I errors tend to increase the observed

frequency of -A/B relative to the observed frequency of Aril: Given that

P
2' P3, and x all lie between 0 and 1, the difference between the population

frequencies of the two categories (P2 and 0) must be greater than the difference

between the expected frequencies of the two categories after Type I error

(P
2
[1 - x] x P

3
and x

2
P
3
). Therefore, the commission of Type I errors

will increase the probebility of falsely accepting the null hypothes4s that

Arl; and -A/B subjects occur with equal frequency in the population. Given

a constant error rate, this masking effect will become more serious as the

absolute magnitude of P2 decreases. If A B is a "robust" sequence (i.e.,

several years elapse between the onset of A and the first evidence of B) .

then the frequency of A! B subjects in the population will be substantial

relative to the frequencies of A/B and `A /'C subjects. If A C is a

"precise" sequence (i.e., only a few months elapse between i.he onset of A

and the first eviden,.e of C), then the frequency of ArB subjects in the

population will be small relative to the frequencies of A/B and -A/-B

subjects. Hence, the consequences of making Type I errors will be mort,

serious for precise sequences such as identity vs. equivalence (cf. Brainerd

& Hooper, 1974) and multiple classification vs. multiple serietion (cf.
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Brainc,d, 1974c) than for robust sequences such as transitivity vs. class

ihClUion (cf. Brain.Td, 19;3a).

Cow, suppose that we employ the conservative criterion Nentioned

earlier. The population freluencies of the four categories again are

assumed to be P1, P2, C, and P3, respectively. The probability that any

A/B subject will be correctly classified is 1 - 3Z and the proLability that

he will be incorrectly classified as an Art or a -AA or a -A/-B is 2
in each instance. The probability that any A/-B subject will be correctly

classified is 1 - y. and the probability that he will be incorrectly classified

as a A/ B is The probability that any -ALB subject will be correctly

classified is unity. Hence!, the expected frequencies for the four categories

are:

E(A/B) ^ P1C1 - 3,2], [14]

f(ArB) - P2[1 - y] + y2P1, [15]

E(-A/B) = v21), and [16]

E( A/13) - P3 + yp2 + 2p1. [17]

Thus, the effect of Type II errors on theory-contradictory samples is

precisely the same as ne effect of Type I errors. 'type II errors incr,,mse

the observed frequency of subjects relative to the observed frequency

of A/-C subjects and, thcreore, th..! probability of falsely accepting tit>

null hypothesis that A/ B and -A /C subjects occur with equal frequency in

the population also increbses. As was also the case for lype I errors, the

pacti41 con.,equences of conlitting Type II errors in'xvose as P, dtcrePsos.

Given a constant Type II error rate, its consequences will be more serious

for precise sequences than for robust ones.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The preceding analysis has several interesting implications for the

criterion problem with which we began. First, the claim that liberal criteria

which incorporate Type I error tend to produce findings which are overly

unfavorable to the theory obviously is false. Given that a population is

theory-supportive (null hypothesis true), Type I errors neither increase

nor decrease the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis.

Moreover, given that a population is theory-contradictory (null hypothesis

false), Type I errors actually reduce the probability of correctly rejecting

the null hypothesis. In short, regardless of whether or not liberal

criteria do in fact incorporate Type I errors, the use of such criteria

cannot possibly militate unfairly against Piagetian predictions. Quite

to the contrary, if it happens that Type I errors are coninitted with a

certain criterion, then the chances of finding spurious support for the

theory are enhanced. A second implication of the preceding analysis is that

the claim that conservative criteria tend to produce findings which unfairly

favor the theory obviously is true. Given that a population is theory-

contradictory, Type II errors increase the probability that the null

hypothesis will be incorrectly accepted. As is the case for lype I errors,

therefore, Type II errors increase the chances of obtaining spurious

support for the theory.

Dere is one very positive outcome of the preceding anilyeis which

should not go unmentioned. The analysis indicates that there is no psycho-

metric foundation for the somewhat nihilistic view that obtaining or not

()Reining theory-supportive findings in concept development studies is

largely a function of arbitrary decisions about response criteria. This

view, which has been expressed with distressing regularity in recent years
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(e.g., Hoop;:r, 1974; Kn1n, 1974), undoubtedly has been e source of consider-

able uncertaiely to concept devolopotent reeeerchers. A repprochement eoe

;Nay be effected. Peychwatrically speating, it is impossible to manufacture

spuriously asynchronous data via the comilission of either Type I or lype II

criterion errors. Hence, evidence of asynchrony which presently exists in

the literature (Al not be aismissed on the grounds that the response criteria

employed ie the relevant studies incorporated either Type I or Type II errors,

although it is always possible that this evidence could be die4rissed on some

other grounds. On the other hand, it is possible to manufacture spuriously

synchronous data via the comission of Type I and Type II errors. Therefore,

we must be wore circumspect about accepting evidence of synchrony than we

are about accpeting evidence of asynchrony.

An hqportant and provlcative implicetion of what has just teen said

is that, frow the steedpoint of the criterion debate, existing studies in

which asynchronies hove been observed are intrinsically raore believable than

existing studies in ehich synchronies have been observed. Earlier, it Les

noted that substantial evidence of theory-contradictory asyochrony exists

for concrete operetional tunccpts such as transitivity, class inclusion,

maltipli eurintion, Leit;ple cleseification, ordinal nui.!ber, cardinal emabce,

and groupemeut operatioes using liberal criteria. IL also was noted that some

o; these saL:o asynchronies have not Lee), ole,erv:Jd in studios where

coneevetivc criteeia employed. 11: now know that Type I criterion

errors cannot po,.sibly explain findings of former sc,rt. If Type I

errors were wade in th !se studies, then the reFortnd asyachronivc appearua

in spite of theist raticr than because of tiv.-4.1. tI also know that Type I

errors can explain fhtlings of the latter sort--at leaet in part. In view

of the fact that lyre 1 dhd Typ. II ereers both tend to peoduce spur foully
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synchrodous data, it is psychomatrically reasonable to suppose that the

effective Type I error rates of the liberal criteria employed in the fir,t

group of studies must be substantially nearer to zero than the effective

Type II error rates of the conservative criteria employed in the second

group or studies.
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